Cornell University’s Student Assembly
Minutes of the October 5th, 2023 Meeting
4:45 pm – 6:30 pm
Memorial Room Willard Straight Hall | Zoom

I. Call to Order
   a. P. Kuehl called the meeting to order at 4:53 pm.
      2. Members Absent (2): A. Richmond, A. Talone
      3. Also Present (9): A. Bangura, A. Coleman, N. Courtney, N. Maggard, A. Mulpuri, K. Rahul, J. Swenson, J. Withers, J. Zhang

II. Reading of the Land Acknowledgement
   a. P. Kuehl stated the SA’s acknowledgment of the Cayuga Nation.

III. Open Microphone
   a. There were no new items.

IV. Approval of the Minutes
   a. Approval of the September 28, 2023 meeting minutes
      1. The motion to approve the minutes passed through unanimous consent.

V. Consent Calendar
   a. Resolution 25: Amending Resolution 23
      1. C. Lederman introduced the Resolution to address minor errors in previous amendments and resolutions.
      2. The motion to approve the Resolution passed through a vote of 15-0-2.
   b. Resolution 27: Technical Amendments to Resolution 20
      1. C. Lederman introduced the Resolution to address minor errors in previous amendments and resolutions.
      2. The motion to approve the Resolution passed through a vote of 15-0-2.

VI. Announcements
   a. P. Kuehl noted that the voting period for the Student Assembly elections had opened and encouraged voting participation.
b. J. Withers noted that the committee application process hosted on the website is unreliable. J. Withers stated that emails noting pending applications for Committees is being sent to Committee Chairs.

c. P. Kuehl noted the now operational Slack channel for Student Assembly members.

VII. Reports of Officers, Committees, and Liaisons
a. Committee Reports
   1. Executive Board
      1. P. Kuehl noted work developing infrastructure for a clean transition next year.
      2. C. Ting noted that the campus survey on sexual violence and misconduct statistics were released. C. Ting noted collaboration with Planned Parenthood Generation Access to make an access fund for reproductive healthcare.
      3. R. DeLorenzo noted work being done on the Appropriations Committee. R. DeLorenzo stated that the current reserve account balance amounts to $127,000.
      4. C. Lederman noted work done to maintain membership lists on Committees.
      5. A. Barry noted interest in better understanding the climate of sexual assault on campus with the release of the campus survey.
   2. Committee Chairs
      1. A. Vinson stated that the Environmental Committee would be meeting that evening.
      2. A. Wang stated that the Student Health Advisory Committee would resume meeting in the next week.
   3. Offices
      1. A. Mulpuri stated that the Office of Student Government Relations recently concluded a great round of recruitment and noted work alongside Cornell Federal Relations to setup an annual lobbying day.

b. Vice President of Finance
   1. Collegiate Readership Program
      1. R. DeLorenzo stated that the Collegiate Readership Program would be postponed for later in the semester.
   2. International Students Union
      1. R. DeLorenzo gave a report on International Students Union.
      2. N. Courtney questioned what the largest expenses were.
3. R. DeLorenzo clarified that 25% of expenses were spent on ISU events, and of these expenses 75% were for Cornell Catering.

4. C. Lederman motioned to approve the recommended allocation. The motion **passed** through a unanimous vote.

3. Interfaith Council
   2. C. Lederman motioned to accept the recommendation of the Appropriations committee. I. Rezaka dissented.
   3. I. Rezaka questioned if a member on the Interfaith Council was present to share their opinion.
   4. A speaker from the Interfaith Council stated acknowledgement of the decided upon allocation given current surplus but noted that due to the continual growth of the organization, need for further funding will develop over time.
   5. I. Rezaka noted that many more organizations which fall under Interfaith Council are beginning to appear and noted how expensive certain events are can be but that aren’t supported by current allocations.
   7. C. Ting stated acknowledgement of religious and spiritual life at Cornell and questioned how challenging it would be to secure funding for small organizations that are now appearing if the recommended allocation be adopted.
   8. The speaker from the Interfaith Council noted changes made to the allocation structure to support these new needs and ensure accessibility.
   9. R. DeLorenzo clarified opinion on the need for an auditing system given the allocation structure.
   10. A. Barry motioned to end debate. The motion **passed** through unanimous consent.
   11. The motion to approve the recommended allocation **passed** through a vote of 9-2-6.
   12. C. Ting motioned to suspend rules and move Resolution 29 to the agenda. The motion **failed** through a vote of 1-4-12. A roll call vote to reconsider the motion **failed** with a count of 7-4-5.

VIII. Presentations
a. There were no presentations.

IX. Old Business Calendar
    a. There were no items.

X. Resolutions Calendar
    a. Resolution 26: Promoting Engagement for the Fall 2023 Elections
       1. K. Rahul presented plans for promotion to bolster engagement for current SA Elections through a raffle financed with a $750 allotment.
       2. A. Vinson stated support for the desire to increase engagement but noted research done on participation rates indicating the consistently high Fall participation rate in comparison to Spring.
       3. P. Kuehl stated hopes that, should this promotion be successful, similar methods would be used in the Spring.
       4. C. Lederman stated support for the Resolution.
       5. K. Rahul noted the prizes of the raffle.
       6. I. Rezaka questioned where allotted funds were coming from.
       7. P. Kuehl noted that funds would be pulled from the Reserve account.
       8. A. Barry motioned to end debate. The motion passed through unanimous consent.
       9. The motion to approve the Resolution passed through a vote of 10-1-6.
    b. Resolution 28: Creating an Ad Hoc Committee for Student Organization
       1. C. Lederman introduced issues with a competitive and sometimes inequitable environment of student organizations and noted the role that a potential Committee could take on to address these concerns.
       2. N. Courtney questioned who the Chair would be.
       3. C. Lederman stated that a Chair could be appointed by the President.
       4. I. Rezaka questioned if this Committee would investigate all student organizations on campus.
       5. C. Lederman stated that there would be investigations into problems in different areas so that recommendations could be made for improvement.
       6. C. Ting questioned what the intention on making these findings would be.
       7. P. Kuehl noted that research is already being done into how to make recruitment into different organizations fair and equitable and emphasized the importance of Student Assembly involvement in this effort.
       8. A. Wang questioned if the Committee would have actual power to control what student organizations could do, or if they would just make recommendations primarily.
9. C. Lederman stated focus would be on recommendations only.
10. A. Bangura questioned how the Committee would go about conducting research and auditing, particularly for recruitment.
11. C. Lederman stated this planning would be done by those in the Committee.
12. R. DeLorenzo noted the importance of considering nuances between the different organizations but emphasized the benefits of the information such a Committee could collect.
13. K. Everett questioned if an example of what this Committee’s execution of reviews could look like.
14. C. Lederman stated this execution would be determined by the Committee.
15. I. Rezaka motioned to amend line 16. R. DeLorenzo dissented. The motion passed through a vote of 6-1-10.
17. R. DeLorenzo stated belief that the Committee shouldn’t be pigeonholed into only evaluating certain organizations and that research should be kept broad.
18. A. Bangura stated agreement with R. DeLorenzo’s sentiments.
19. S. Parikh echoed agreement with R. DeLorenzo’s sentiments.
20. The motion to amend line 16 to include the line “pre-professional organizations” failed through a vote of unanimous dissent.
21. N. Courtney stated belief that general trends being seen doesn’t suffice opening a Committee and potentially prying into student organizations selective policies. N. Courtney stated belief that more preliminary measures first be taken.
22. A. Barry stated that many student organizations lack needed oversight.
23. C. Ting acknowledged the intention behind the Resolution but questioned the feasibility of compliance.
24. C. Lederman stated that the Committee will need to evaluate what compliance will look like.
25. S. Parikh noted the importance of asserting authority.
26. A. Barry motioned to end debate. The motion passed through unanimous consent.
27. The motion to approve the Resolution passed through a vote of 9-0-1.

XI. Appointments and Vacancies Calendar
a. Confirmation of International Student Affairs Committee New Members
1. Members of the International Student Affairs Committee are confirmed through unanimous consent.
   b. Appointments to UA Committees
      1. J. Rosewater was appointed to the Campus Planning Committee through unanimous consent.

XII. Adjournment
   a. This meeting was adjourned at 6:24pm.

Respectfully Submitted,

Jenny Zhang
Clerk of the Assembly